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Manufacturing as an industry is a very significant target for 

the theft of intellectual property (IP) and trade secrets, 

sabotage of processes and output, extortion, and 

malicious damage to networks and information systems. 

These attacks cause downtime and reduce production, 

which in turn causes a decline in revenues.  

The need to improve products, automate processes and increase production 

efficiency has introduced Industrial Internet-of-Things (IIoT) connectivity on the 

manufacturing floor.  But, the advantages of this IP connectivity have removed the “air 

gap” strategy once employed by the Operations Technology (OT) team, creating a 

vulnerability for devices that do not respond well to typical security products without 

downtime. 

Legacy operating systems and proprietary technologies that normally sacrifice 

security for the sake of uptime and performance are now at risk.  And the convergence 

of IT and OT to provide visibility and control of all IP-based devices, while enabling 

the advancements and efficiencies you need, increases the threat footprint across 

both OT and the enterprise. 

You can’t let these threats to stop production, nor can you stop production to deploy 

traditional security tools to mitigate the threats.  Unfortunately, “security through 

obscurity” is no longer an option, and here are three reasons why.   

 
77% of organizations 
have been victimized 

by one or more 
successful cyber 

attacks 
 

 

According to “Cybersecurity for Manufacturers,” a report 

produced by Computing Community Consortium (CCC), 

manufacturers remain the prime targets of malicious 

hackers, cyber-attacks and cyber espionage. 
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The Explosion of IP Connected Devices 

According to Frost and Sullivan, 80% of manufacturing companies around the globe 

will have adopted IIoT (Industrial Internet of Things) by 

2021, with between 30 billion and 50 billion objects being 

connected to the internet by 2020.   

The benefits of this connectivity, real-time optimization of 

manufacturing processes, automated tuning of systems 

and increasing plant uptime, are overshadowed by the 

challenges of securing OT on the floor and interconnectivity 

to the IT network, both of which have increased your attack surface and increased 

risk to production.    

These next-generation IP-connected devices sit alongside legacy devices that were 

not built with today’s security challenges in mind, and because many are no longer 

supported by the vendor, are rife with vulnerabilities that have gone unpatched.  You 

need to protect legacy and custom-built systems and applications that are typically 

behind the technology curve and unpatched to known vulnerabilities.   

According to Fortinet, 90% of hacks in 2017 could have been avoided had there been 

proper patching to mitigate the onslaught of new vulnerabilities. An amazing 60% of 

companies still have vulnerabilities that have been in the wild for over a decade.  

Unfortunately, patching often requires reboots and downtime of systems that are 

critical to manufacturing production.  And to compound the problem, 2017 saw a 

120% increase in vulnerabilities over 2016, totalling more than 14,500 new 

vulnerabilities.   

 You simply can’t patch fast enough to keep up, and since you can’t take systems 

out of production, it’s a losing battle, one that is leaving your organization, your 

production operations, and company revenue at risk 

 

An amazing 60% of 
companies still have 

vulnerabilities that 
have been in the 

wild for over a 
decade  
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The High Cost of Lost Productivity 

According to Oden Technologies, every factory loses between 5% and 20% of its 

productivity resulting from downtime due to computer crashes, device breakdowns 

and programs needing critical patch updates.  

A cyberattack, however, can cost companies anywhere 

from $1 million to $10 million per attack, according to the 

U.S. National Center for Manufacturing Sciences, who 

cited that 39% of all cyber-attacks in 2016 were against 

manufacturing companies.   

Case in point:  Merck & Co.’s manufacturing operations were crippled by a global 

cyberattack that took out it’s active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) production and 

affected its formulation and packaging systems.  A NotPetya attack infiltrated 

Microsoft systems that were not properly patched.  It took control of systems and 

held them for ransom.  It quickly spread across affected networks.  Damages topped 

$300 million in lost sales and costs. 

A Cisco Cybersecurity report found that 28% of manufacturing organizations 

reported an average 14% on lost revenue due to attacks. As illustrated above, the 

technological gap between legacy systems and 

applications, and next-gen technology, has created a 

security gap in many OT environments, exposing devices 

that have different security requirements.  

These IoT devices were never designed with security in 

mind, and since they are often not compatible with 

traditional security strategies, cyberattacks have evolved to target these 

weaknesses, effectively making any facility a highly enticing payday for criminals. If 

unplanned downtime does take place, manufacturers risk reductions in both 

productivity and profitability, as well as a loss of reputation and, potentially, a loss of 

clients. The pressure to maintain 24/7 operations often supersedes security 

concerns.  Traditional security applications often impact system performance, 

requiring regular, if not daily updates. This usually means system downtime for both 

39% of all cyber-
attacks in 2016 were 

against 
manufacturing 

companies. 

  

A Cisco Cybersecurity 
report found that 28% of 

manufacturing 
organizations reported 
an average 14% on lost 
revenue due to attacks. 

https://engage2demand.cisco.com/cisco_2017_midyear_cybersecurity_report?CAMPAIGN=SC-04&COUNTRY_SITE=US&POSITION=link&REFERRING_SITE=cisco.com+blogs&CREATIVE=2017+MCR+Blogs&CCID=cc000153&DTID=esootr000515&OID=tlpsc000841
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loading and updating.  Disruption, resulting in lost production and revenue, is not an 

option.  As a result, systems go unpatched, creating additional cybersecurity risks. 

 

The High Value of Information 

Verizon’s “2017 Data Breach Investigations Report” uncovered 620 data breaches 

within the manufacturing industry. In these attacks, 

hackers were not necessarily interested in money but 

information, which can be invaluable, according 

to Cyberscoop.  Cyber espionage is by far the most 

prominent type of attack as R&D data is highly valuable.  

These attacks are highly targeted and narrowly focused on 

specific content. 

Cyber-spies typically target the manufacturing industry to steal trade secrets, 

business plans and intellectual property. In fact, 91 percent of the material stolen in 

these breaches was related to the victim’s proprietary information. Furthermore, 94 

percent of these breaches were defined as espionage and attributed to state-

affiliated actors. Of the industries surveyed in this report, manufacturing was found 

to be most affected by cyber-espionage. 

But let’s not rule out the desire to steal money.  Last year, 39% of all ransomware 

attacks targeted manufacturing companies.  It is important to note that from 2015 

through 2017, these attacks spiked more than 183%.  Ransomware has become a 

major problem for manufacturers, as indicated in Merck example above. We’ve all 

read about recent high-profile attacks, such as the WannaCry and Petya epidemics 

which impacted businesses in more than 150 countries and affected critical 

infrastructure. Of concern was the malware’s ability to spread quickly and force 

unscheduled downtime, forcing manufacturers like you to realize the OT threat is 

real and can’t be ignored. It could be a remote laptop that infects an IT server, or an 

Operating Technology system that is hacked, providing access to manufacturing 

systems and back office servers.  Hackers can hold both data and production 

systems for ransom, imposing serious financial impacts.  Manufacturing OT teams 

must be able to see and protect OT systems and applications from the onslaught of 

91% of data stolen in 
manufacturing 

industry breaches 
relate to Intellectual 

and proprietary 
information 

https://www.cyberscoop.com/manufacturing-companies-got-wrecked-cyber-spies-last-year-according-verizon/
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vulnerabilities that can affect both productivity and profitability.  At same time, IT 

security teams need visibility into the threat posture across the entire enterprise, from 

the plant floor to the back office. 

Dealing with Increased Cyberthreat 

Who would have predicted that your production line would become the Achilles Heel 

to the security strategy of your company?  As a result, OT Administrators typically 

have 3 primary objectives they are focused on every day:  

 

 

 

Manufacturing companies must be able to provide cyber threat prevention across 

OT environments to minimize impact to production uptime.  Traditional AV, used in 

an IT back office environment, just will not work on the OT plant floor.  These 

solutions require heavy system resources, constant updating, and they cannot work 

in a self-contained or controlled environment.  As a result, they simply cannot stop 

zero-day attacks – regardless of what their marketing tells you.   

Installing security products or patching vulnerabilities in legacy operating systems 

requires taking systems offline, disrupting production and reducing revenues – a 

non-starter in any OT environment. And, as threats continue to expand beyond 

traditional IT networks, you need visibility into all OT assets so that you can deploy 

threat prevention where it’s needed.  Increase visibility of connected devices and the 

intelligence of the device security posture will help you manage security risk and 

keep your production lines running. 

Today’s manufacturing environments need a solution that provides complete 

prevention from file and file-less attacks, known and unknown threats, that does not 

jeopardize system performance or the production line.   They need: 

Ensure continuous 
operations of mission 
critical systems and 
applications, with no 
downtime 

1 
Protect and harden both 
systems and applications 
from attacks that can 
cause downtime and 
negatively impact 
revenues 

2 
Have visibility of all 
operating systems and 
related applications across 
all systems in the OT 
environment   
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• To have complete control over what can and cannot run in the OT environment, 

eliminating the need for emergency updates against zero-day threats and letting 

them get off the patching merry-go-round and patch at their own pace.  

• A way to guarantee attack prevention on OT systems without having to take the 

systems or applications out of production, without downtime, ensuring 

continuous operation. 

• To have visibility and control over all OT systems and applications so that when 

attacks do happen, you have comprehensive forensic artifacts, giving you the 

ability to respond quickly with the right intelligence to mitigate and minimize the 

threat, prevent lateral attack movement, and keep your systems operational. 

Only Digital Immunity can provide this type of robust, kernel-based threat prevention 

that:   

• requires less than 1% CPU utilization on critical systems without the need for 

system rebooting or downtime,   

• protects against file, file-less, known and unknown threats in memory, at run-

time when applications are most vulnerable without pre-existing threat or 

vulnerability knowledge,  

• requires no signature updates, behavioral/AI algorithms, or external 

connections,  

• prevents zero-day attacks without the need for patching,  

• provides deep forensics data for Incident Response, and 

• gives you complete visibility across your OT environment.  

Now you don’t have to sacrifice security on the altar of productivity.  Contact Digital 

Immunity today to see how we can help you Stay Productive, Stay Secure! 
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About Digital Immunity 

Digital Immunity, Inc. is an award-winning cybersecurity company that is redefining 

Endpoint Protection with its Bioinformatic based solution DI PROTECT™, a 

revolutionary technique that continuously verifies the integrity of executing code in 

memory at runtime. 

By mapping the DNA of trusted applications and operating systems, DI PROTECT™ 

compares the known good DNA against executing code and surgically prevents any 

threats with zero interruption to the system’s operations or performance.  

For more information, visit http://www.digitalimmunity.com. 
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